TO ENGAGE:

1. **ANGLE**
   - Start by engaging the plank on the long side at a 45 degree angle.

2. **SLIDE**
   - Slide the plank to the left until the short sides align.

3. **CHECK**
   - Ensure the click system is firmly locked along the long edge, using a tapping block if necessary. No gaps should be visible.

4. **DROP**
   - Press along the short side until you hear or feel the plank “Click” into place.

5. **SECURE**
   - To secure the locking system and make flush, gently tap with a soft-faced hammer.

**NOTE**
- If planks are not completely flush, repeat step 5.
TO DISENGAGE:

1. SLIDE
   • Slide the planks in the opposite direction to disengage.

2. DROP
   • If planks are not disengaging, then tap with a soft-faced hammer and then slide planks.

WARNING!
• Do not angle the planks to disengage. The locking system will break.